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Letter from the Editors

Dear Paper Crafters,
Making things is very fun but sometimes you just wish that someone would make something for
you, something that looks way cuter than you could ever make anything look. And this eBook is
the answer to that desire. Filled with amazing printable designs, most of the projects in this
collection need only cardstock and scissors to bring to life. Create and use these adorable
designs by simply printing them out on cardstock.
You do enough around the house, enough of your own detailed and complicated projects. Let
the designers of these printables help you make something cute without requiring a bunch of
effort. 16 Free Printables: Free Printable Greeting Cards and Other Printable Paper Crafts lets
you create some adorable greeting cards, recipe cards, decorations, and more with minimal
effort.

Happy crafting!
Sincerely,

The Editors of AllFreePaperCrafts.com

Our eBooks, like all of our craft projects, are absolutely FREE to members of our crafting
community. Please feel free to share with family and friends and ask them to sign up at our
website for our free e-mail newsletter, The Paper Post.
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Free Printable Greeting Cards
Adorable Friendship Card
By Mollie Johanson from Wild Olive

Tell someone they’re an important part of your
life with the Adorable Friendship Card. This free
printable card is a simple and sweet way to
propose a friendship. The phrase on the front
says “Let's be Friends.” If someone gave you a
card with that phrase written on it, could you
really deny them? These cards are also a
precious option if you’ve recently had a
disagreement with someone, and you want to
mend any tears. Simply ask them to be friends again with this great card! Whoever receives it is sure to
be charmed.
Materials



Cardstock of your choice
Scissors

Instructions
1. Print design on cardstock.
2. Cut the paper in half to make two cards. Fold in half.
3. Mail in invitation-sized evelopes.
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Free Happy Anything Cards
By Melissa Rose from Design Eat Repeat

When you need a card and you need it fast, there's no time
to run to the store. These Free Happy Anything Cards are the
perfect way to fill your card needs without breaking as
sweat. All you have to do is fill in the blank on these free card
printables, and you're set for any occasion at all. If you've
been searching for homemade card ideas that can be
accomplished in just minutes, these printables are for you.
With this card set, you get four free cards in various designs,
and you can print unlimited copies.

Materials




Cardstock
Printable (pg. 7-8)
Scissors

Instructions
1. Print out the design below onto the cardstock.
2. Insert the holiday name and send to a friend!
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Simply Striped Printable Note Cards
By Melissa Rose from Design Eat Repeat

It’s a good idea to have blank cards on hand just in case you
need to write a quick thank you note or greeting. You can print
a stack of these Simply Striped Printable Note Cards at a
moment's notice. Because they don’t have graphics that are
specific to a season or event, these free printable blank note
cards suit any occasion. The delicate pastel stripes on these
cards are pretty, and they won't distract from what really
matters- the message inside. Print out a stack of these cards,
and you won’t have to dash to the store to buy a card for a
party that started five minutes ago.

Materials





Free Printable (pg. )
8.5” x 11” cardstock
Scissors
3.5” x 5” envelopes

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print printable on cardstock.
Cut along dotted lines.
Fold in half.
Deliver in envolpes.
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Free Printable Recipe Cards and Box
Free Recipe Card Printables
By Melissa Rose from Design Eat Repeat

Keeping track of your favorite recipes can get messy
and complicated. These Free Recipe Card Printables
are the perfect way to stay organized when it comes
to cooking for an entire family. Grab as many of these
free printables as you’d like – there’s no limit. Free
printable recipe cards are a low-budget option for you
to make sure you’ve got all of your family’s favorites
logged and organized. These cards come in a variety of
colors and with a variety of phrases, so print them all
or print the ones most relevant to you and your family.

Materials



8.5” x 11” cardstock
Printable design

Instructions
1. Print out on cardstock.
2. Reinsert sheet and print out pattern on backside. (Optional.)
3. Cut out each card on the dotted lines.
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Printable Recipe Card Dividers
By Mollie Johanson from Wild Olive

Between Grandma’s peach pie and Aunt Mary’s
banana bread, a recipe box can be a cluttered
mess. Clean it up with these Printable Recipe
Card Dividers. Simply download this free
printable and type in whatever section you need
organized. The great thing about this paper craft
is that you can personalize it to make your life
more simple. This easy paper craft comes in a
variety of colors so that you can quickly flip to
the recipe that you’re looking for. Spend less
time using a disorganized recipe box and more
time cooking delicious food.
Materials




Cardstock
Printable design
Scissors

Instructions
1. To add divider names to the tables, click on the tab then type a title for a section.
2. Print the dividers onto cardstock.
3. Trim around the outside, rounding the corners if you wish.

3”x5”set – (page 16-17)
4”x6” – (page 18-19)
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Pretty Printable Recipe Box
By Amber Kemp-Gerstel from Damask Love

Treat your foodie friends to this Pretty Printable
Recipe Box, and you'll be the first one invited to the
next dinner party. This recipe organizer DIY is a
cinch to make and is the perfect size for index cards.
If you really want to get fancy with this project, print
some blank recipe cards on colorful cardstock. That
way, the inside of this paper recipe box will look as
charming as the outside. This is a wonderful gift for
foodies, cooks, bakers, and anyone who saves family
recipes.

Materials








Let’s Bake Stamp Set
Label Fillers Stamp Set
Let’s Bake Sentiments
Mini Ovals
Circles Plus Stamp Set
Cardstock of your choice
Scissors
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Instructions

Trim cardstock to 11 x 8.25″
From left to right on the longer edge
{A} Score at 2 3/4″
{B} Score at 8 1/4″
From right to left on the shorter edge:
{C} Score at 5 1/2″
{D} Score at 2 1/2″
{E} Score at 1/2″
Cut along solid lines and fold along dotted lines. Assemble with strong adhesive.
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Trim cardstock to 11 x 8.5″
From left to right on the longer edge:
{A} Score at 1/4″
{B} Score at 2 3/4″
{C} Score at 8 1/4″
{D} Score at 10 3/4″
From left to right on the shorter edge:
{E} Score at 2 1/2″
{F} Score at 5 1/2″
Cut along solid lines and fold along dotted lines. Assemble with strong adhesive
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Decorated Recipe Organizer Cards
By Anya from SAS does

Every mom wants to make sure her family is eating a
balanced diet, but keeping track of everyone's meals
can get quite difficult. You can use these Decorated
Recipe Organizer Cards to plan ahead what your family
will eat for the month, and they're totally free of
charge. If you've been trying to figure out how to stay
organized on the food front, these free printables are
exactly what you need. The cards come in a variety of
different fonts, so you can choose your favorite or print
them all to mix it up.

Materials




Plain cardstock
Scissors
Markers/pens

Instructions
1. Print the recipe organizer cards on cardstock.
2. Cut out the cards.
3. Write your favorite monthly recipes on the cards to plan out your meals.
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Do it Yourself Home Decor
Paper Mums Wedding Bouquet
By Lia Griffith

Cut down on the cost of throwing a wedding by making
some of the necessities yourself. This Paper Mums
Wedding Bouquet is easy to make and completely
customizable to your taste. Get your free printables and
then follow along with the tutorial to learn how to make
paper flowers you can turn into a bouquet. Use paper
that matches the color scheme of the wedding and get
started crafting. This is a budget-friendly alternative to
professional flowers you’ll have to throw away later.
You can use this same technique if you want to make
flower centerpieces for the party.

Materials





Metallic paper
Scissors
Hot glue gun
Mum templates (pages 29 and 30)
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Instructions
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Pottery Barn Apothecary Jars
By Angie Holden from The Country Chic Cottage

Go vintage with your home decor when you print the
labels for these Pottery Barn Apothecary Jars. These
free printable jar labels are great to use for an
upcycling project. Grab some old mismatched jars
and add these unique labels to create decor that
looks like it came straight from Pottery Barn. Give
the labels a distressed look when you follow the
directions in this easy tutorial. These jars make great
rustic bathroom or kitchen decorations. You will love
how they look and how easy they are to make.

Materials







Cardstock
Glass bottles
Brown ink
Paper towels
Mod Podge
Printable labels (pages 32 and 33)

Instructions
1. Print out the labels onto cardstock. You can also print them out on regular labels if you do not have
cardstock.
2. Rub brown ink onto the labels using a paper towel to give them an aged look.
3. Cut out the labels. Put Mod Podge on the back and adhere them to the jars.
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Fanciful Fairy House
By Vanessa Valencia from A Fanciful Twist

Show the world that you believe in magic with this Fanciful Fairy
House. It may look like a lot of work, but the printable template
makes this 3D paper craft a piece of cake. The trickiest part will be
deciding how you want to decorate this tiny home. Use fake moss,
flowers, and mushrooms for an earthy look, or glue on some glitter
and rhinestones for a glamorous fairy house. Once they see how
fabulous your printable paper house looks, your kids may want to
join the fun.

Materials







Scissors
Clear tape
Printable design (page )
Cardstock
Hot glue gun
Embellishments of your choice

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Print out design on cardstock. Then, cut out all squares.
Tape the 4 “sides” together to form a box shape.
Tape the two “roof” pieces together, folding in half, to form a pitched roof.
Align the roof to fit two sides of the house and tape together.
Embellish as you wish.
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Printable DIY Inspirational Wall Art
By Melissa Rose from Design Eat Repeat

Sometimes all you need to get through the day is a word of
encouragement. Give yourself a daily dose of positive thinking with
this Printable DIY Inspirational Wall Art. Uplifting words on a piece
of bright yellow paper are just the thing to cheer you up when
you're feeling low. Because this free printable wall art only requires
a few clicks of the mouse, you can print out multiple copies to hang
up in the places you need it most, like your cubicle at work.

Materials




Cardstock
Printable design (page 37)
Frame (optional)
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Wish Upon a Star Printables
By Vanessa Valencia from A Fanciful Twist

Sometimes we need to make a wish in the middle of the day or
on a cloudy night, when shooting stars are impossible to spot.
Tape a few of these Wish Upon a Star Printables to your ceiling,
and you can dream to your heart's content, no matter how it
looks outside. These free printable stars and crescent moon
printable are totally cute already, but if you want to add a little
sparkle to them, try dusting them with glitter. The moon, stars,
and heartwarming messages make these paper crafts an
adorable treat for a friend, too.

Materials



Cardstock
Printable designs (pages 39 and 40)

Instructions
1. Print out design on cardstock.
2. Cut out shapes.
3. Adhere to ceiling.
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More Printable Paper Crafts
Precious Printable Thread Bobbins
By Mollie Johanson from Wild Olive

If you have a bunch of thread and you lack a great way
to organize it, then these Precious Printable Thread
Bobbins are for you. This free printable is a fantastic
and adorable way to store your leftover thread.
Because these bobbins are printed on flat paper, your
thread will take up less space in your sewing drawer.
It’s hard to deny just how adorable these little bobbins
are.
Materials




Printable design (page )
Scissors
Cardstock

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print out design on cardstock.
Cut out individual bobbin on dotted lines.
Cut slits on the top of the bobbins on the dotted lines.
Wrap thread around bobbin and smile while you stitch!
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Grocery Staple Items Checklist
By Mollie Johanson from Wild Olive

Everyone needs to go grocery shopping, and it's
always devastating when you forget a staple item!
Never forget your most important grocery
purchases again when you have the Grocery
Staple Items Checklist. This adorable free
printable not only has a helpful checklist of all of
the most important staple grocery items, but it
has pictures of the important staple items that
are super cute.
Materials




Printable designs (page )
Cardstock
Scissors

Instructions
1. Print out design on cardstock.
2. Cut out design.
3. Write down your grocery staple items so you never forget them!
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Creative Customized Phone Covers
By Fiskars

Phone cases can get expensive in a hurry, and sometimes
stores don't have exactly what you want. Decorate your
own phone case exactly the way you'd like with the
Creative Customized Phone Covers. These unique phone
cases are super easy to make. Download the free
printable template and decorate the page just like a
miniature scrapbook layout. Once completed, the image
can be inserted into a clear plastic protective case. These
phone cases make excellent homemade gifts!

Materials






Cardstock
Clear Phone Cover
Fingertip Detail Knife
Photos
Washi Tape

Instructions
1. To begin, you’ll need a clear phone cover. These are available at many large department stores, and
can also be ordered online. You can usually choose from completely clear, or a clear back with a
colored rim.
2. Download the template (page 48) as your starting point. Important: use the cardboard insert that
came with your case as a guide. All cases are slightly different in size!
3. Carefully cut out the template.
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4. For a graphics-only cover, layer your favorite scrapbook paper and punched shapes. Trim excess
from edges.

5. To add a photo to the cover, print to approximately 1.5" x 1.5" (if printing at a photo lab, ask if they
have a “passport size” photo option). Add photo and elements to your template, just as if you were
creating a mini layout.

6. Slip your completed cover inside the plastic, and snap onto your phone!
More Ideas
1. Photograph or scan your child’s favorite drawing, and resize to fit within the template.
2. Print several templates on white cardstock & encourage your kids to paint or draw their own
designs.
3. Remind yourself of your yearly focus word, goals, or intentions by adding them to your phone cover.
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Printable Woodland Creature Bookmarks
By Lia Griffith

Mark your spot in the next great book you read with an equally
great bookmark. These Printable Woodland Creature Bookmarks
are completely free of charge for you to print out and are the
cutest way to keep your place in a book. It doesn't get more
adorable than these woodland friends. You can give one of
these free bookmarks to every member of your family. You are
sure to find a printable bookmark in the collection featuring
everyone’s favorite forest friends. You could even send your kids
to school with a stack of these bookmarks to use with their
textbooks.

Materials




Cardstock
Scissors
Printable design

Note: To change the names on the bookmarks, download the PDF here.
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Included in this eBook:




Printable Paper Crafts
Free Printable Cards
Printable Note Cards

Sign up for our free paper craft newsletter and receive more collections, free paper craft projects, quick
tips, home décor ideas and more right in your inbox every week.
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